
 

 
 

 
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 
 

In re: 
 
DRAW ANOTHER CIRCLE, LLC, et al.1 
 

Post-Confirmation Debtors. 

Chapter 11 
 

Case No. 16-11452 (KJC) 
 
(Substantively Consolidated) 

 
CURTIS R. SMITH, AS LIQUIDATING 
TRUSTEE OF THE HASTINGS CREDITORS’ 
LIQUIDATING TRUST, 
 
 Plaintiff, 
 
vs.  
 
NATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT 
COLLECTIBLES ASSOCIATION, INC.,  
 
 Defendant.  

 
 
 
 
 
Adv. No. Refer to Summons 

 
COMPLAINT TO AVOID AND RECOVER TRANSFERS  
PURSUANT TO 11 U.S.C. §§ 547, 548 AND 550 AND TO  
DISALLOW CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 11 U.S.C. § 502  

 
Curtis R. Smith, solely in his capacity as Liquidating Trustee (the “Trustee”) of the 

Hastings Creditors’ Liquidating Trust (the “Trust”), by and through his undersigned counsel, 

files this complaint (the “Complaint”) against National Entertainment Collectibles Association, 

Inc. (the “Defendant”) to avoid and recover fraudulent and/or preferential transfers and to 

disallow any claims (either filed or scheduled) held by Defendant against any of the debtors in 

the above-captioned chapter 11 cases (the “Debtors”).  In support of this Complaint, the Trustee 

alleges as follows: 

                                                 
1 The Debtors and the last four digits of their respective federal taxpayer identification numbers 
are as follows: Draw Another Circle, LLC (2102); Hastings Entertainment, Inc. (6375); 
MovieStop, LLC (9645); SP Images, Inc. (7773); and Hastings Internet, Inc. (0809).  
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NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. The Trustee brings this action to avoid at least $4,189,927.47 in transfers made 

directly or indirectly by Debtors Hastings Entertainment, Inc. (“Hastings”) and SP Images, Inc. 

(“SPI”) to Defendant, an insider of the Debtors, within the two years prior to the Debtors 

commencing bankruptcy.  Specifically, the Trustee seeks to avoid the following payments 

(collectively, the “Transfers”):  

(a) $158,603.52 in transfers to Defendant from Hastings (the “Hastings 90 
Day Transfers”) within 90 days of the Petition Date (as defined below) as 
either preferential transfers pursuant to section 547 of the Bankruptcy 
Code or fraudulent transfers pursuant to section 548(a)(1)(B) of the 
Bankruptcy Code; 

(b) $1,526,050.67 in transfers to Defendant from Hastings (the “Hastings One 
Year Transfers”) within 90 days and one year of the Petition Date as either 
preferential transfers pursuant to section 547 of the Bankruptcy Code or 
fraudulent transfers pursuant to section 548(a)(1)(B) of the Bankruptcy 
Code;  

(c) $375,934.59 in transfers to Defendant from SPI (the “SPI One Year 
Transfers”) within 90 days and one year of the Petition Date as either 
preferential transfers pursuant to section 547 of the Bankruptcy Code or 
fraudulent transfers pursuant to section 548(a)(1)(B) of the Bankruptcy 
Code;  

(d) $507,838.69 in transfers ($398,280.40 made on October 21, 2014 and 
$109,558.29 made on October 23, 2014) to Defendant from Hastings 
(collectively, the “October 2014 Fraudulent Conveyances”) within two 
years of the Petition Date as fraudulent transfers pursuant to section 
548(a)(1)(B) of the Bankruptcy Code; and 

(e) $1,621,500 in transfers either (a) made by SPI to Defendant, or (b) made 
by Hastings through SPI and then to Defendant (collectively, the “April 
2015 Fraudulent Conveyance”) within two years of the Petition Date as 
fraudulent transfers pursuant to section 548(a)(1)(B) of the Bankruptcy 
Code.   

2. Although certain of these Transfers may have been made by the Debtors for 

goods actually supplied by Defendant, the majority were not on account of any goods or other 

consideration provided by Defendant or any antecedent debts owing by any of the Debtors to the 
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Defendant.  Instead, as discussed in more detail below, Joel Weinshanker (“Weinshanker”) 

utilized his common control of both the Debtors and the Defendant to raid the dwindling 

resources of Hastings for the benefit of the non-Debtor Defendant (and ultimately Weinshanker’s 

own personal benefit), without Defendant providing any value or reasonably equivalent value to 

Hastings.  Such transfers occurred while Hastings’ financial condition was deteriorating 

precipitously, including as a result of these Transfers, resulting in Hastings, SPI, and the other 

Debtors being unable to satisfy their debts and the ultimate chapter 11 filings.  

3. The Trustee further seeks to disallow, pursuant to sections 502(d) and (j) of the 

Bankruptcy Code: (a) $429,750.27 in claims filed by Defendant against the Debtors; and 

(b) $301,716.47 of claims scheduled in favor of Defendant.  In addition to the section 502(d) 

objection in Count Ten of this Complaint, the Trustee does not waive, and hereby expressly 

reserves all of his rights with respect to such claims, including the rights of the Trust to object to 

any claim for any reason, including, but not limited to, any reason set forth in sections 502(a) 

through (j) of the Bankruptcy Code.  

4. During the course of this adversary proceeding, the Trustee may learn (through 

discovery or otherwise) of additional transfers made by the Debtors to Defendant that are 

similarly subject to avoidance.  It is the Trustee’s intention to avoid and recover all transfers 

made by the Debtors of an interest in the Debtors’ property and to or for the benefit of Defendant 

or any other transferee that are preferential or for which the transferring Debtor did not receive 

reasonably equivalent value.  The Trustee reserves his right to amend this original Complaint to 

include: (a) further information regarding the Transfer(s), (b) additional transfers, 

(c) modifications of and/or revisions to Defendant’s name, (d) additional defendants, and/or 

(e) additional causes of action (e.g., but not exclusively, causes of action under 11 U.S.C. §§ 
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506(d), 542, 543, 544, 545, 549 and/or 553) (collectively, the “Amendments”), that may become 

known to the Trustee at any time during this adversary proceeding, through formal discovery or 

otherwise, and for the Amendments to relate back to this original Complaint.   

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

5. This court has subject matter jurisdiction over this adversary proceeding, which 

arises under title 11, arises in, and relates to cases under title 11, in the United States Bankruptcy 

Court for the District of Delaware (the “Court”), captioned In re Draw Another Circle, LLC et 

al., jointly administered under Case No. 16-11452 (KJC) (the “Bankruptcy Cases”), pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. §§ 157 and 1334(b) and Section XV of the Plan (defined below).  

6. This adversary proceeding is a “core” proceeding to be heard and determined by 

the Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 157(b)(2)(B), (F) and (H), and the Court may enter final orders 

for matters contained herein. 

7. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1409. 

8. The statutory and legal predicates for the relief sought herein are sections 502, 

547, 548, and 550 of the Bankruptcy Code and Rules 3007 and 7001 of the Federal Rules of 

Bankruptcy Procedure (the “Bankruptcy Rules”).  

9. Pursuant to Rule 7008-1 of the Local Rules of Bankruptcy Practice and Procedure 

of the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware, the Trustee states that, solely 

in his capacity as Trustee of the Trust, he consents to the entry of final orders or judgments by 

the Court if it is determined that the Court, absent consent of the parties, cannot enter final orders 

or judgments consistent with Article III of the United States Constitution. 
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PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

10. On June 13, 2016 (the “Petition Date”), each of the Debtors commenced their 

Bankruptcy Cases filing voluntary petitions for relief in this Court under chapter 11 of the 

Bankruptcy Code.  From and after the Petition Date, the Debtors continued to operate their 

business and manage their properties as debtors and debtors in possession pursuant to 

Bankruptcy Code sections 1107(a) and 1108.  

11. On February 14, 2017, this Court entered an order (the “Confirmation Order”)2 

confirming the Debtors’ and the Creditors’ Committee’s First Amended Joint Combined 

Disclosure Statement and Plan of Liquidation under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code (the 

“Plan”),3 which became effective on February 20, 2017 (the “Effective Date”).4 

12. In accordance with the Plan and the Confirmation Order, the Trust was 

established on the Effective Date of the Plan.  Also on the Effective Date, as contemplated by the 

Plan and the Confirmation Order, the Debtors and the Trustee entered into that certain Hastings 

Creditors’ Liquidating Trust Agreement (the “LTA”).  

THE PARTIES 

13. The Trustee was appointed pursuant to the Plan, the LTA, and the Confirmation 

Order to administer the Trust.  Among other things, the Trustee is authorized to prosecute and 

resolve Causes of Action, including Avoidance Actions, on behalf of and in the name of itself 

and/or the Debtors.5 

                                                 
2  D.I. 1195.  All docket items referenced herein are from the docket of the lead Debtor in 

the Bankruptcy Cases. 
3  D.I. 1195-1.  Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings 

ascribed to such terms in the Plan. 
4  D.I. 1219.   
5  Plan §§ II.A.8, II.A.21 and IX.E.1; LTA §§ 2.3(B) and 3.2(A); Confirmation Order, ¶9. 
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14. Defendant is a New Jersey limited liability corporation that is wholly owned by 

Weinshanker and is a manufacturer of wholesale licensed merchandise.  Defendant offers 

retailers collectibles, toys, and apparel based on Defendant’s licenses from movies, television 

shows, video games, and comic books.   

I. Background 

15. Founded in 1968, Hastings, a Texas corporation, was a leading multimedia 

entertainment and lifestyle retailer.  Hastings operated entertainment superstores that bought, 

sold, traded, and rented various home entertainment products, including books, music, software, 

periodicals, movies on DVD and Blu-Ray, video games, video game consoles, hobby, sports and 

recreation, lifestyle and consumer electronics.  Hastings also offered consumables and trends 

products such as apparel, t-shirts, action figures, posters, greeting cards and seasonal 

merchandise.  As of the Petition Date, Hastings operated through 123 stores in 19 states, as well 

as a multimedia entertainment e-commerce web site, and had 3,500 employees.   

16. On July 15, 2014, Weinshanker acquired all of the outstanding shares of Hastings 

for $21,406,824.80 through a special-purpose entity controlled by Weinshanker, which was 

ultimately merged into Draw Another Circle, LLC (“DAC”).  This leveraged buyout (the 

“LBO”) was funded primarily with a $15 million second-lien loan taken out by Hastings.  

Immediately following the LBO, Hastings maintained approximately $60 million of availability 

under its revolving line of credit with Bank of America, N.A. (the “Credit Facility”).   

17. Subsequent to the LBO, DAC was owned 71.1% by Weinshanker and 29.9% by 

the Defendant.  Upon information and belief, the Defendant subsequently transferred its 

ownership interest of DAC to Weinshanker, and as a result, Weinshanker came to individually 

own 100% of DAC’s membership interests.   
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18. Following the LBO, Hastings purchased certain inventory from Defendant in 

connection with its ongoing business.  Upon information and belief, given the shared direct and 

indirect ownership among the Debtors and the Defendant, Hastings and Defendant did not enter 

into written agreements for the provision of goods and services.  Instead, these transactions were 

evidenced by invoices, communications, and other documents.  Upon information and belief, 

payments to Defendant were typically made by check and on net 60-day terms.   

19. Within four months of completing the LBO, Weinshanker, through DAC, pursued 

a series of ill-fated acquisitions, including the purchases of Debtors SPI and MovieStop, LLC 

(“MovieStop”), entities that both had negative cash flow and required substantial investment.  

Significantly, although these acquisitions and the continuing operations of these entities were 

funded by Hastings, SPI and MovieStop were direct subsidiaries of DAC, not Hastings. 

20. Upon information and belief, following the acquisition of SPI by DAC, SPI and 

Defendant did not engage in a legitimate business relationship.  Instead, upon information and 

belief, Defendant funded, or compelled Hastings to fund, SPI’s shortfalls so that SPI’s business 

could survive.   

21. Hastings was ultimately used as a piggy bank both to support the operations of 

SPI and MovieStop and to make unjustified transfers to Defendant.  For example, Hastings was 

forced to participate in a phony consignment arrangement with SPI and to cover SPI’s accounts 

payable, payroll, and general expenses, oftentimes at the direction of Defendant.  Upon 

information and belief, Hastings inexplicably transferred funds to SPI to “purchase” consignment 

inventory for resale, with a promise of receiving 85% of the proceeds which it never received.  

Upon information and belief, as of the Petition Date, SPI owed Hastings at least $6.6 million for 

allegedly consigned inventory that was sold by SPI and other transfers that were made by 
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Hastings to SPI without any consideration. See Schedules of Assets and Liabilities (Case No. 16-

11452, Dkt. No. 630). 

22. Similarly, due to repeated unexplained advances of cash and inventory, 

MovieStop was indebted to Hastings as of the Petition Date in an amount exceeding $12.6 

million. See Schedules of Assets and Liabilities (Case No. 16-11452, Dkt. No. 628).  These 

substantial outlays of cash, used to prop up two failing affiliates, exacerbated Hastings’ 

dangerously low cash position and ultimately led to its demise.   

23. In fact, as of January 2015, within 6 months of the LBO, Hastings’ financial 

condition had significantly deteriorated.  At that time, Hastings’ availability under the Credit 

Facility has decreased from $60 million to approximately $15 million.  As a result of these 

acquisitions and transactions, Hastings’ bank accounts and credit availability continued to 

dwindle over the course of the ensuing 18 months until it and the other Debtors were forced to 

commence these Bankruptcy Cases. 

II. The Transfers 

24. Prior to the Petition Date, the Debtors operated their business affairs, including 

the transfer of property, either by checks, cashier checks, wire transfers, ACH transfers, direct 

deposits, or otherwise, to various entities.   

25. The Debtors utilized a cash management system (the “Cash Management 

System”) for the collection, concentration, management, and disbursement of funds in the 

Debtors’ businesses.  As of the Petition Date, the Cash Management System consisted of bank 
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accounts including store depository accounts, cash concentration accounts, disbursement 

accounts.6 

26. Disbursements from Hastings and SPI were made from (a) an account held by 

Hastings ending -5235 (the “Hastings Disbursement Account”) at Bank of America, N.A. and (b) 

an account ending -9248 held by SPI (the “SPI Disbursement Account”) at Amarillo National 

Bank. 

A. The 90-Day Transfers 

27. Hastings made the Hastings 90 Day Transfers from the Hastings Disbursement 

Account in the amount of $158,603.52 to or for the benefit of Defendant during the 90 days prior 

to the Petition Date (the “90 Day Preference Period”).  The details of the Hastings 90 Day 

Transfers are attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated by reference, including the “Check 

Number,” “Check Amt,” “Clear Date,” and “Debtor Transferor(s).” 

B. The Insider Transfers 

28. Hastings made the Hastings One Year Transfers from the Hastings Disbursement 

Account, in the amount of $1,526,050.67, to or for the benefit of Defendant during the period 

between 90 days and one year prior to the Petition Date (the “Insider Preference Period,”).  The 

details of the Hastings One Year Transfers are attached hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated by 

reference, including the “Check Number,” “Check Amt,” “Clear Date,” and “Debtor 

Transferor(s).”  

                                                 
6 See Debtors’ Motion for Entry of Order (I) Authorizing Continued Use of Cash Management 
System, (II) Authorizing Continued Use of Existing Business Forms (III) Authorizing the 
Continuation of Intercompany Transactions, (IV) Granting Administrative Priority Status to 
Postpetition Intercompany Transactions, (V) Authorizing Use of Prepetition Bank Accounts, 
Account Control Agreements, and Certain Payment Methods, and (VI) Temporarily Suspending 
the Requirements of 11 U.S.C. § 345(b) [D.I. 13] ¶¶ 13-23. 
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29. SPI also made the SPI One Year Transfers from the SPI Disbursement Account, 

in the amount of $375,934.59, to or for the benefit of Defendant during the Insider Preference 

Period.  The details of the SPI One Year Transfers are attached hereto as Exhibit C and 

incorporated by reference, including the “Check Number,” “Check Amt,” “Clear Date,” and 

“Debtor Transferor(s).” 

30. Section 547(b)(4)(B) of the Bankruptcy Code allows the Trustee to avoid 

preferential transfers made between 90 days and one year before the Petition Date if the 

transferee was an insider of the Debtors.   

31. The term “insider” as defined in section 101(31)(E) of the Bankruptcy Code 

includes an affiliate of the Debtors. 

32. Section 101(2)(B) of the Bankruptcy Code defines an affiliate as a “corporation 

20 percent or more of whose outstanding voting securities are directly or indirectly owned, 

controlled, or held with power to vote, by the debtor, or by an entity that directly or indirectly 

owns, controls, or holds with power to vote, 20 percent or more of the outstanding voting 

securities of the debtor…”  11 U.S.C. § 101(2)(B) (emphasis added).  Section 101(15) of the 

Bankruptcy Code defines “entity” as a “person, estate, trust, governmental unit, and United 

States trustee.”   

33. Defendant is an “affiliate” of the Debtors as that term is defined in section 

101(2)(B) of the Bankruptcy Code because Defendant is wholly owned by Weinshanker, an 

entity who also indirectly owns and controls the Debtors. 

34. As a result, Defendant is an “insider” of the Debtors as that term is defined in 

section 101(31)(E) of the Bankruptcy Code because it is an affiliate of the Debtors.  
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C. The Fraudulent Conveyances  

35. On October 21, 2014 and October 23, 2014, Hastings wired the October 2014 

Fraudulent Conveyances to Defendant in the amounts of $398,280.40 and $109,558.29, 

respectively.  The October 2014 Fraudulent Conveyances deviated from the parties’ business 

terms and, upon information and belief, Hastings did not receive any inventory or other value 

from the Defendant on account of the October 2014 Fraudulent Conveyances. 

36. On or about April 16, 2015, Hastings, at the direction of Weinshanker and 

Michael Sosidka (“Sosidka”), an employee of Defendant, caused the April 2015 Fraudulent 

Conveyance in the amount of $1,621,500 to be made.  Based on email correspondence, the April 

2015 Fraudulent Conveyance purportedly was made as a phony “purchase” of inventory by 

Hastings from SPI so that SPI could satisfy an unexplained debt to Defendant.   

37. Upon information and belief (a) no inventory was transferred to Hastings as 

consideration for the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance; (b) Hastings did not receive any 

benefit or consideration for making the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance; and (c) the April 

2015 Fraudulent Conveyance was not made for reasonably equivalent (or any) value.  Instead, 

upon information and belief, the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance was made solely for 

Weinshanker’s personal gain and to the detriment of Hastings and its creditors.   

38. The Defendant was aware that both the October 2014 Fraudulent Conveyance and 

April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance would diminish Hastings’ existing liquidity to nearly the 

breaking point because Hastings’ credit facility required availability of at least $10 million at all 

times.  Indeed, in response to an April 16, 2015 email from Sosidka, whereby Sosidka requested 

the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance, Jeff Twait (“Twait”), Hastings’ Chief Financial Officer, 
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who caused the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance to be made, stated “Hope that’s it, we only 

have $13M of availability left.”  See Exhibit D. 

39. Further, upon information and belief, any debt owed from SPI to Defendant was 

not a legitimate business debt.  Hastings and NECA were routinely asked to fund SPI’s shortfalls 

without any notice or expectation of repayment.  See Exhibit E (August 3, 2015 e-mail 

correspondence from Sosidka to Twait and Alan Van Ongevalle, Hastings’ President and Chief 

Operating Officer (“Van Ongevalle”) stating “[t]he ledger balance for SP is a negative $155k.  

Joel said NECA can’t cover this . . . [p]lease let me know what you can do to cover the 

shortage.” and reply email correspondence from Twait to Sosidka and Van Ongevalle stating 

“We’ll wire some money over this AM.”); Exhibit F (August 12, 2015 e-mail correspondence 

from Sosidka to Van Ongevalle stating “[t]he SP Images account is in need of funds” and 

requesting $225,000 to cover SPI shortfalls).  Upon information and belief, there were several 

other instances in which Hastings was forced to fund SPI’s liquidity shortfalls with no prospect 

of repayment.   

40. As a result of the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance and the other Transfers 

referenced herein, Hastings was left with a dangerously small amount of availability under its 

credit facility.    

D. Defendant’s Claims Against the Debtors 

41. On or about August 29, 2016, Hastings included on its amended schedules [D.I. 

624] a non-contingent unsecured claim in favor of Defendant in the amount of $273,718.71 (the 

“Hastings Scheduled Claim”).  
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42. On or about August 29, 2016, DAC included on its amended schedules [D.I. 622] 

a non-contingent unsecured claim in favor of Defendant in the amount of $27,997.76 (the “DAC 

Scheduled Claim” and together with the Hastings Scheduled Claim, the “Scheduled Claims”).  

43. On October 21, 2016, Defendant timely filed a proof of claim (“Claim No. 587”) 

against DAC’s estate in the amount of $27,997.76 on account of bank fees, airline travel costs, 

corporate registration fees, and accounting fees. 

44. On the same date, Defendant also filed a proof of claim (“Claim No. 2983” and 

together with Claim No. 587 and the Scheduled Claims, the “Claims”) against Hastings’ estate in 

the amount of $401,752.51 for goods allegedly sold.   

 
CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

COUNT I  
 

(Avoidance of the Hastings 90 Day Transfers – 11 U.S.C. § 547) 
 

45. The Trustee incorporates all preceding paragraphs as if fully re-alleged herein.  

46. As more particularly described on Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated 

herein, during the 90 Day Preference Period, Hastings made the Hastings 90 Day Transfers to or 

for the benefit of Defendant in an aggregate amount not less than $158,603.52. 

47. Each of the Hastings 90 Day Transfers was made from the Hastings Disbursement 

Account and constituted transfers of an interest in property of Hastings. 

48. To the extent each of the Hastings 90 Day Transfers was on account of a 

legitimate debt owed by Hastings, each such Hastings 90 Day Transfer was to or for the benefit 

of a creditor within the meaning of 11 U.S.C. § 547(b)(1), because each such Hastings 90 Day 

Transfer either reduced or fully satisfied a debt or debts then owed by Hastings to Defendant.   
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49. To the extent each Hastings 90 Day Transfer was made for, or on account of, a 

legitimate debt owed by Hastings to Defendant before the Hastings 90 Day Transfers were made, 

such debt would constitute an antecedent “debt” or “claim” (as those terms are defined in the 

Bankruptcy Code) of Defendant prior to being paid by Hastings, as set forth on Exhibit A hereto. 

50. Each of the Hastings 90 Day Transfer was made during the 90 Day Preference 

Period.  

51. Each of the Hastings 90 Day Transfers were made while the Debtors were 

insolvent. The Trustee is entitled to the presumption of insolvency for each of the Hastings 90 

Days Transfers made during the 90-Day Preference Period pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 547(f).  

52. As a result of each of the Hastings 90 Day Transfers, Defendant received more 

than Defendant would have received if:  (a) the Debtors’ cases were cases under chapter 7 of the 

Bankruptcy Code; (b) the Hastings 90 Day Transfers had not been made; and (c) Defendant 

received payments of its debts under the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code.  As evidenced by 

the proofs of claim that have been received to date, the claims included on the Debtors’ 

bankruptcy schedules and the impaired treatment afforded holders of General Unsecured Claims 

under the Plan, the Debtors’ liabilities exceed their assets to the point that holders of General 

Unsecured Claims are not expected to receive payment in full on account of their respective 

allowed claims from the Debtors’ bankruptcy estates; rather, as of the date of filing of the Plan, 

such holders have been projected to receive between 2.3 and 3.0 cents on the dollar. 

53. Based on the foregoing, the Hastings 90 Day Transfers are avoidable pursuant to 

11 U.S.C. § 547(b).  
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COUNT II 
 

(Avoidance of the Hastings 90 Day Transfers – 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B)) 
 

54. The Trustee hereby incorporates all previous allegations as though fully set forth 

herein.  

55. To the extent one or more of the Hastings 90 Day Transfers identified on Exhibit 

A was not made on account of a legitimate debt, or was based upon the Defendant’s provision of 

goods and/or services that were never provided, or was a debt incurred by SPI or another Debtor 

but paid by Hastings, subject to proof, the Trustee pleads in the alternative that Hastings did not 

receive reasonably equivalent value in exchange for such transfer(s) (the “Potentially Fraudulent 

Hastings 90 Day Transfers”) and: 

A. was insolvent as of the date of the Potentially Fraudulent Hastings 90 Day 

Transfers, or became insolvent as a result of the Potentially Fraudulent 

Hastings 90 Day Transfer(s); or 

B. was engaged, or about to engage, in business or a transaction for which 

any property remaining with Hastings or for whose benefit the Potentially 

Fraudulent Hastings 90 Day Transfer(s) was made was an unreasonably 

small capital; or  

C. at the times relevant to this Complaint, intended to incur, or believed it 

would incur, debts beyond its ability to pay upon maturity.  

56. Based upon the foregoing, the Potentially Fraudulent Hastings 90 Day Transfer(s) 

are avoidable pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B).  
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COUNT III 
 

(Avoidance of the Hastings One Year Transfers – 11 U.S.C. § 547) 
 

57. The Trustee incorporates all preceding paragraphs as if fully re-alleged herein.  

58. As more particularly described on Exhibit B attached hereto and incorporated 

herein, during the Insider Preference Period, Hastings made the Hastings One Year Transfers to 

or for the benefit of Defendant in an aggregate amount not less than $1,526,050.67.  

59. Each of the Hastings One Year Transfers was made from the Hastings 

Disbursement Account and constituted transfers of an interest in property of Hastings. 

60. To the extent each of the Hastings One Year Transfers was on account of a 

legitimate debt owed by Hastings, each such Hastings One Year Transfer was to or for the 

benefit of a creditor within the meaning of 11 U.S.C. § 547(b)(1), because each such Hastings 

One Year Transfer either reduced or fully satisfied a debt or debts then owed by Hastings to 

Defendant.   

61. To the extent each Hastings One Year Transfer was made for, or on account of, a 

legitimate debt owed by Hastings to Defendant before the Hastings One Year Transfers were 

made, such debt would constitute an antecedent “debt” or “claim” (as those terms are defined in 

the Bankruptcy Code) of Defendant prior to being paid by Hastings, as set forth on Exhibit B 

hereto. 

62. Each Hastings One Year Transfer was made during the Insider Preference Period.   

63. Each of the Hastings One Year Transfers was made while the Debtors were I 

nsolvent.  The Hastings One Year Transfers were made after Defendant and Weinshanker had, 

for their own benefit, significantly depleted the resources of Hastings, leaving Hastings unable to 

fund its business operations.  During the Insider Preference Period, Hastings’ financial health 
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rapidly spiraled downward, inexorably resulting in its insolvency and the filing of the 

Bankruptcy Cases.   

64. As a result of each of the Hastings One Year Transfers, Defendant received more 

than Defendant would have received if: (a) the Bankruptcy Cases were cases under chapter 7 of 

the Bankruptcy Code; (b) the Hastings One Year Transfers had not been made; and (c) 

Defendant received payments of its debts under the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code.  As 

evidenced by the proofs of claim that have been received to date, the claims included on the 

Debtors’ bankruptcy schedules and the impaired treatment afforded holders of General 

Unsecured Claims under the Plan, the Debtors’ liabilities exceed their assets to the point that 

holders of General Unsecured Claims are not expected to receive payment in full on account of 

their respective allowed claims from the Debtors’ bankruptcy estates. 

65. Based on the foregoing, the Hastings One Year Transfers are avoidable pursuant 

to 11 U.S.C. § 547(b).   

COUNT IV 
 

(Avoidance of the Hastings One Year Transfers – 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B)) 
 

66. The Trustee hereby incorporates all previous allegations as though fully set forth 

herein.  

67. To the extent one or more of the Hastings One Year Transfers identified on 

Exhibit B was not made on account of a legitimate debt, or was based upon the Defendant’s 

provision of goods and/or services that were never provided, or was a debt incurred by SPI or 

another Debtor but paid by Hastings, subject to proof, the Trustee pleads in the alternative that 

Hastings did not receive reasonably equivalent value in exchange for such transfer(s) (the 

“Potentially Fraudulent Hastings One Year Transfers”) and: 
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A. was insolvent as of the date of the Potentially Fraudulent Hastings One 

Year Transfer(s), or became insolvent as a result of the Potentially 

Fraudulent Hastings One Year Transfer(s); or 

B. was engaged, or about to engage, in business or a transaction for which 

any property remaining with Hastings or for whose benefit the Potentially 

Fraudulent Hastings One Year Transfer(s) was made was an unreasonably 

small capital; or  

C. at the times relevant to this Complaint, intended to incur, or believed it 

would incur, debts beyond its ability to pay upon maturity.  

68. Based upon the foregoing, the Potentially Fraudulent Hastings One Year 

Transfer(s) are avoidable pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B).  

COUNT V 

(Avoidance of the SPI One Year Transfers – 11 U.S.C. § 547) 
 

69. The Trustee incorporates all preceding paragraphs as if fully re-alleged herein. 

70. As more particularly described on Exhibit C attached hereto and incorporated 

herein, during the Insider Preference Period, SPI made the SPI One Year Transfers to or for the 

benefit of Defendant in an aggregate amount not less than $375,934.59. 

71. Each SPI One Year Transfer was made from the SPI Disbursement Account and 

constituted transfers of an interest in property of SPI. 

72. To the extent each of the SPI One Year Transfers was on account of a legitimate 

debt owed by SPI, each such SPI One Year Transfer was to or for the benefit of a creditor within 

the meaning of 11 U.S.C. § 547(b)(1), because each such SPI One Year Transfer either reduced 

or fully satisfied a debt or debts then owed by SPI to Defendant.   
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73. To the extent each of the SPI One Year Transfers was made for, or on account of, 

a legitimate debt owed by SPI to Defendant before the SPI One Year Transfers were made, such 

debt would constitute a “debt” or “claim” (as those terms are defined in the Bankruptcy Code) of 

Defendant prior to being paid by SPI, as set forth on Exhibit C hereto. 

74. Each of the SPI One Year Transfers was made during the Insider Preference 

Period.  

75. Each of the SPI One Year Transfers was made while the Debtors were insolvent.  

SPI was in severe financial distress and showed no prospects of financial viability from the date 

of its acquisition.  SPI could not pay its debts as they came due and routinely required outside 

funding to stay afloat.  During the Insider Preference Period, any existing SPI liquidity 

evaporated, resulting in its insolvency and the filing of the Bankruptcy Cases. 

76. As a result of each of the SPI One Year Transfers, Defendant received more than 

Defendant would have received if: (a) the Bankruptcy Cases were cases under chapter 7 of the 

Bankruptcy Code; (b) the SPI One Year Transfers had not been made; and (c) Defendant 

received payments of its debts under the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code.  As evidenced by 

the proofs of claim that have been received to date, the claims included on the Debtors’ 

bankruptcy schedules and the impaired treatment afforded holders of General Unsecured Claims 

under the Plan, the Debtors’ liabilities exceed their assets to the point that holders of General 

Unsecured Claims are not expected to receive payment in full on account of their respective 

allowed claims from the Debtors’ bankruptcy estates; rather, as of the date of filing of the Plan, 

such holders have been projected to receive between 2.3 and 3.0 cents on the dollar. 

77. Based on the foregoing, the SPI One Year Transfers are avoidable pursuant to 11 

U.S.C. § 547(b).  
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COUNT VI 

(Avoidance of the SPI One Year Transfers -– 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B)) 
 

78. The Trustee hereby incorporates all previous allegations as though fully set forth 

herein.  

79. To the extent one or more of the SPI One Year Transfers identified on Exhibit C 

was not made on account of a legitimate debt, or was based upon the Defendant’s provision of 

goods and/or services that were never provided, or was a debt incurred by Hastings or another 

Debtor but paid by SPI, subject to proof, the Trustee pleads in the alternative that the transferring 

Debtor(s) did not receive reasonably equivalent value in exchange for such transfer(s) (the 

“Potentially Fraudulent SPI One Year Transfers”) and: 

A. was insolvent as of the date of the Potentially Fraudulent SPI One Year 

Transfer(s), or became insolvent as a result of the Potentially Fraudulent 

SPI One Year Transfer(s); or 

B. was engaged, or about to engage, in business or a transaction for which 

any property remaining with SPI or for whose benefit the Potentially 

Fraudulent SPI One Year Transfer(s) was made was an unreasonably 

small capital; or  

C. at the times relevant to this Complaint, intended to incur, or believed it 

would incur, debts beyond its ability to pay upon maturity. 

80. Based upon the foregoing, the Potentially Fraudulent SPI One Year Transfer(s) 

are avoidable pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B). 
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COUNT VII 

(Avoidance of the October 2014 Fraudulent Conveyances – 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B))  
 

81. The Trustee hereby incorporates all previous allegations as though fully set forth 

herein.  

82. The October 2014 Fraudulent Conveyances were made to, or for the benefit of, 

the Defendant within the two years prior to the Petition Date.   

83. Hastings received less than reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the 

October 2014 Fraudulent Conveyances. 

84. On the date the October 2014 Fraudulent Conveyances were made, each of the 

Debtors (a) was insolvent or became insolvent as a result of the payment, (b) was engaged in 

business or a transaction, for which any property remaining with Hastings was an unreasonably 

small capital, and/or (c) intended to incur, or believed it would incur, debts that would be beyond 

Hastings’ ability to pay as such debts matured.   

85. Based upon the foregoing, the October 2014 Fraudulent Conveyances are 

avoidable pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B). 

COUNT VIII 

(Avoidance of the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance – 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B))  
 

86. The Trustee hereby incorporates all previous allegations as though fully set forth 

herein.  

87. SPI made the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance to or for the benefit of the 

Defendant within the two years prior to the Petition Date.   

88. SPI received less than reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the April 2015 

Fraudulent Conveyance. 
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89. Alternatively, Hastings made the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance to SPI as a 

conduit/pass through, and SPI then transferred the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance to 

Defendant within the two years prior to the Petition Date.   

90. Hastings received less than reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the April 

2015 Fraudulent Conveyance. 

91. On the date the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance was made, each of the Debtors 

(a) was insolvent or became insolvent as a result of the payment, (b) was engaged in business or 

a transaction, for which any property remaining with Hastings or SPI was an unreasonably small 

capital, and/or (c) intended to incur, or believed it would incur, debts that would be beyond 

Hastings’ or SPI’s ability to pay as such debts matured. 

92. Based upon the foregoing, the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance is avoidable 

pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B). 

COUNT IX 
 

(Recovery of Avoided Transfers – 11 U.S.C. § 550) 
 

93. The Trustee hereby incorporates all previous allegations as though fully set forth 

herein.  

94. The Trustee is entitled to avoid the Hastings 90 Day Transfers, Hastings One Year 

Transfers, and the SPI One Year Transfers pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 547(b) and/or the Potentially 

Fraudulent Hastings 90 Day Transfers, the Potentially Fraudulent Hastings One Year Transfers, 

and the Potentially Fraudulent SPI One Year Transfers, the October 2014 Fraudulent 

Conveyances, and the April 2015 Fraudulent Conveyance pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 548 

(collectively, the “Avoidable Transfers”). 
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95. Defendant was the initial transferee of the Avoidable Transfer(s), or the entity for 

whose benefit the Avoidable Transfer(s) were made, or the immediate or mediate transferee of 

such initial transferee.  

96. Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 550(a), the Trustee is entitled to recover from Defendant 

the Avoidable Transfer(s), plus (a) pre- and post-judgment interest thereon from the date of 

demand to the date of payment or other satisfaction of such order and judgment and (b) the costs 

of this action.  

COUNT X 
 

(Disallowance of all Claims – 11 U.S.C. §§ 502(d) and (j)) 
 

97. The Trustee hereby incorporates all previous allegations as though fully set forth 

herein.  

98. Defendant is a transferee of transfers avoidable under sections 547 and/or 548 of 

the Bankruptcy Code, which property is recoverable under section 550 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

99. Defendant has not paid the amount of the Avoidable Transfer(s), or turned over 

such property, for which Defendant is liable under 11 U.S.C. § 550.  

100. Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 502(d), Defendant’s Claims against the Debtors’ chapter 

11 estates must be disallowed until such time as Defendant pays to the Trustee an amount equal 

to the aggregate amount of the Avoidable Transfer(s), plus interest thereon and costs.  

101. Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 502(j), any and all Claims of Defendant and/or its 

assignee against the Debtors’ chapter 11 estates previously allowed by the Debtors must be 

reconsidered and disallowed until such time as Defendant pays to the Trustee an amount equal to 

the aggregate amount of the Avoidable Transfer(s).  
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
 

WHEREFORE, the Trustee requests that this Court grant the following relief against 

Defendant:  

A. On the Trustee’s First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, 

Eighth, and Ninth claims for relief, judgment in favor of the Trustee and 

against Defendant, avoiding all of the Avoidable Transfers and directing 

Defendant to return to the Trustee the amount of the Avoidable Transfers, 

pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §§ 547(b), and/or 548 and 550(a), plus pre- and 

post-judgment interest from the date of demand at the maximum legal rate 

and to the fullest extent allowed by applicable law, together with the costs 

and expenses of this action, including, without limitation, attorneys’ fees;  

B. On the Trustee’s Tenth claim for relief, judgment in favor of the Trustee 

and against Defendant disallowing any claims held or filed by Defendant 

against the Trustee until Defendant returns the Avoidable Transfers to the 

Trustee pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §§ 502(d) and (j); and 

C. Granting the Trustee such other and further relief as this Court may deem 

just and proper.  

 
Dated: Wilmington, Delaware 
 October 9, 2017 

GOLDSTEIN & MCCLINTOCK LLLP 
 
By: __/s/ Maria Aprile Sawczuk__________ 
Maria Aprile Sawczuk (No. 3320) 
1201 North Orange Street, Suite 7380 
Wilmington, Delaware 19801 
Telephone:  302.444.6710 
Facsimile:  302.444.6709 
Email: marias@restructuringshop.com 
 
-and- 
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KELLEY DRYE & WARREN LLP  
James S. Carr 
Dana P. Kane (admitted pro hac vice) 
101 Park Avenue  
New York, New York 10178 
Tel:  (212) 808-7800 
Fax:  (212) 808-7897 
Email:  jcarr@kelleydrye.com 
 dkane@kelleydrye.com  
 
Special Counsel to the Trustee of the 
Hastings Creditors’ Liquidating Trust  
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Exhibit A

           Hastings 90-Day Transfers

Debtor Transferor Check No. Clear Date Check Amt

Hastings 1006622 03/17/2016 $22,531.00

Hastings 1007110 03/17/2016 $2,265.84

Hastings 1007408 04/05/2016 $45,892.64

Hastings 1007746 04/05/2016 $11,185.60

Hastings 1008188 04/12/2016 $28,091.36

Hastings 1008581 04/19/2016 $6,349.68

Hastings 1008878 05/03/2016 $42,287.40

TOTAL: $158,603.52
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Exhibit B

Hastings One Year Transfers

 (Transfers made between 90 days and 

  1 year prior to the Petition Date)

Debtor Transferor Check No Clear Date Check Amt

Hastings 904744 06/16/2015 $30,198.24

Hastings 905031 06/25/2015 $15,600.00

Hastings 905441 06/29/2015 $20,345.04

Hastings 905896 07/09/2015 $32,202.98

Hastings 906351 07/13/2015 $32,235.96

Hastings 906674 07/22/2015 $32,294.52

Hastings 907079 07/28/2015 $25,533.20

Hastings 907396 08/11/2015 $15,018.40

Hastings 907898 08/13/2015 $11,844.00

Hastings 908139 08/13/2015 $91,360.29

Hastings 908156 08/17/2015 $35,256.00

Hastings 908510 08/26/2015 $52,729.52

Hastings 1004948 02/11/2016 $807,383.71

Hastings 1005327 02/11/2016 $52,482.20

Hastings 1005338 02/11/2016 $144,551.02

Hastings 1005652 02/22/2016 $112,486.34

Hastings 1005954 02/29/2016 $3,345.85

Hastings 1006309 03/09/2016 $11,183.40

TOTAL $1,526,050.67
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Exhibit C

SPI One Year Transfers

(Transfers made between 90 days and 

1 year prior to the Petition Date)

Debtor Transferor Wire Date Clear Date Check Amt

SPI Wire:6/17/2015 6/17/2015 $325.00

SPI Wire:7/28/2015 7/28/2015 $283,169.65

SPI Wire:8/20/2015 8/20/2015 $15,000.00

SPI Wire:9/1/2015 9/1/2015 $77,439.94

TOTAL: $375,934.59
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EXHIBIT D 
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EXHIBIT E 
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EXHIBIT F 
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